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Work Experience
Responsive Education Solutions - Special Education Teacher Assistant
2022 - current Lewisville, TX

Led meetings with teachers and administrators to identify trends in DreamBox usage and student
outcomes, resulting in a 31% upswing in scores during benchmark exams.

Employed the Proloquo2Go AAC software into Responsive Education Solutions' curriculum, rising
students' communication abilities by 22% as per observations.

Created educational materials in OneNote by incorporating multimedia elements, leading to an 18%
expansion in student engagement during lessons, as per student participation logs.
Provided Tobii Dynavox training to parents, growing 26% of consistent usage of the device at home.

Children's Courtyard - Daycare Assistant
2020 - 2022 Plano, TX

Developed Reading Eggs-based literacy games to promote classroom engagement and reinforce
reading concepts, resulting in a 37% increase in participation.

Managed ClassDojo's messaging to respond to 12 parent inquiries weekly within 24 hours.

Implemented Google Forms to track children's dietary preferences and allergies for accurate meal
planning, lowering incidents of allergic reactions by 48%.

Conducted regular assessments using Children's Courtyard tools, resulting in a 17% improvement in
children's overall developmental milestones.

Primrose School - Classroom Aide
2018 - 2019 Austin, TX

Devised gamified SMART Notebook puzzles, which saw a 29% boost in self-assessment scores.
Ideated Primrose proprietary STEAM-based activities to enhance students' problem-solving abilities,
achieving an 11% surge in STEM-related assessment scores.

Facilitated virtual field trips, with 97% of students reporting a stronger emotional connection to the
subject matter after experiencing it through Oculus for Education.

Integrated Kurzweil 3000 to support English Language Learners in accessing content material, leading
to a 23% uptick in scores for language proficiency tests.

Education
University of Texas - Bachelor of Arts, Special Education
2015 - 2019 Austin, TX

Skills
Proloquo2Go; Tobii Dynavox Eye Gaze technology; Reading Eggs; SMART Notebook; Kurzweil 3000;
ClassDojo; OneNote; DreamBox; Oculus for Education; Google Forms
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